In Sports...
Freshman Janice
Moodie
left Scotland
to golf in sunny
California.
See story on page 8.
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SJSU more
dependent
on charity

A Titanic scream

To enhance revenue, new
criteria give SJSU greater
control of grants, contracts
By Larry Barrett

contracts and grants to the faculty.
The California State UniversiThe President’s Council
ty trustees and Chancellor have Board, formed last year, consists
added fund-raising to the crite- of community and campus
ria for evaluating university pres- members and places community
idents in an effort to strategical- members in leadership positions
to assist with annual and
ly enhance revenue.
planned giving.
"I don’t object to it,
we have to do it anyway,"
The new responsibiliEvans said. "If the
AUFORNIA ties come from the recommendations of the
trustees didn’t do it, the
TAU
President’s
Strategic
rest of the university
NIVERSITY Planning Task Force,
would have."
According to SJSU
which identified increasing revenue and cost
President J. Handel
Evans, the new responsibilities reduction as key objectives in
necessitate making the current evolving from a state-supported
President’s Council Board a to a state-assisted institution.
According to University
more formal part of the university. This foundation will give the
university greater control over
See FUND-RAISING. page 3
Spartan Mak Staff Writer

Tony Cuevas, right, screams in a recording room in the theatre arts
department as Alice Sibley. left and Lisa Nishimi look on. Their

screams will be used for a friend’s play as the sounds of passengers
on the Titanic as the cruiser sinks into the ocean.

Vote to expand coverage Kiosks help lines; Quitting
Academic Senate approves health insurance for gays
By Cynthia Pickerrell

pressure the California State
University Board of Trustees into
In a show of support for the accepting domestic partners
gay and lesbian community, insurance for all employees.
SJSU’s Academic Senate voted SJSU’s Academic Senate vote was
last week in favor of extending part of a cooperative strategy iniinsurance coverage to all domes- tiated by the CSU Academic Senate.
tic (non-married) couples.
The CSU Academic
"Gays and lesbians
Senate consists of repare trying to have the
II
resentatives from each
same employment privileges that non-gays and
state campus.
NM
Current benefits are
lesbians working in the
limited to spouses and
system have," student Ill NM
(bloodcounselor Wiggsy Sivertdiversity dependent
related or adopted)
sen said. "It s not the
children under age 23.
insurance company’s
business to define ’family."
Gay and lesbian couples cannot
Sivertsen is on the SJSU Pro- legally marry (get a marriage
fessional Standards Committee license) in the United States and
that unanimously supported the therefore do not qualify as spousisurance proposal and brought es.
The argument for extended
it before the SJSU Academic
coverage is based on State of CalSenate.
While the vote does not ifornia and CSU policies that
change current policy, it does prohibit discrimination against
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Workshop explores ethics
Spartan Daily Staff Report

The ethics of the media are
often questioned by the public.
Now SJSU students have the
opportunity to express their concerns about the issue.
Tonight at 7 p.m. the Society
of Professional Journalists (SP))
will host "You Make the Call, a
journalism workshop
discussing the ethics of
the press in an interacti,,- forum.
’fisted by KCCN
46 news director, Doug McKnight,
the viorksbop will take
place in the Engineering auditorium room
189. Guest speakers include
SJSU alumni David Yarnold of
the San Jose Mercury News and
Harry Fuller, KPIX Channel 5
news director.
Doug McKnight has been
working in the Bay Area for over
15 years. He has worked for both
KG() TV and KICU TV. During
his 12 years at KICU TV as news
director, the department won

three Associated Press awards for
best newscast
SJSU graduate David Yarnold
has worked for the Mercury
News as the deputy managing
editor since January 1990. He
has won more than 30 awards
for newspaper design and has
won state and regional awards
for design and photography.
Yarnold is a nationally ranked tri-athlete
and is married to Fran
Smith, who works as a
writer for WEST, the
Sunday addition to the
Mercury News. He was
responsible for the
afternoon edition of the Mercury News that won a Pulitzer
Prize for its coverage of the
earthquake in October 1989.
Harry Fuller, as the news
director for KPIX, is in charge of
the station’s broadcasts as well as
its staff. Fuller is a Bay Area TV
news veteran and has been in
broadcasting since his internship
See

Enna, page 4

-a111110.-

gay, lesbian and bisexual employees.
Chairman of communication
studies Tim Hegstrom voted
against domestic part leis benefits, favoring coverage based on
economic need rather than current legal restrictions.
"I agree that there is inequity
in the system," Hegstrom said.
’The source of the inequity from
my position is that it discriminates along legal lines.
"Coverage is denied to many
who are economically dependent on staff members, while
being extended to some spouses
who are actually economically
independent."
According to Hegstrom,
domestic partners benefits
would increase injustices for
groups of people who are dependent on a staff member but

system to expand smoking

By Deana Smith
Spartan Daik Stall Writer

The video kiosks system in
Admissions and Records continues to develop to meet the
needs of SJSU students.
This system, introduced at
the beginning of this semester, provides easy access to
SJSU information such as a
campus map and phone lists.
It also provides students with
information such as grades
and class schedules.
There are currently two systems available in Admissions
and Records and the printouts are free.
"We are buying two or
three more kiosks to go into
the Student Union. We are
hoping that the Student
Union will have kiosks up and

See INSURANCE, page 4

I tinning at the beginning of

the fall term." Director of
Admissions Marilyn Radisch
said. "In the future we are
hoping to have them outside
so they can be used even
when the buildings are
closed."
Projections for the outside
kiosks are unknown because
proper housing to secure the
machines has still not been
developed.
These new systems will help
alleviate the long lines students face at Admissions and
Records.
According the Gisela GrayPeoples, an assessment specialist, the system has been a
life saver for Admissions and
See KIOSK. page is

at SJSU

By Laurel Anderson
Spartan Daih Stafi Wnter

SJSU provides a stop smoking
for SJSU students, staff
Pr
anraulty based on tobacco
awareness education and cessation counseling.
Cessation counseling is .1
series of counseling sessions that
aid the participants to quit smoking.
The program Mei s individual counseling to anyone who
wants to stop using tobacco. It
also offers gn nip sessions, education, discussion and information, Oscar Battle, health education coordinator at Student
Health Services, said.
Many of the materials seil
CESSATION
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Enduring the colle e roommate ordeal
By Michelle Liu
SPartan I %Lily Staff Wm.!

They come in and out of our lives as
easily as the passing of seasons.
Whether it be the way they roll up the
toothpaste or leave gobs of hair in the
bathroom sink, we somehow learn to live
with them, just as they learn to live with
us.
1.ike midterms and books, for most
students, roommates are an unavoidable
part of college life.
The memories may be bitter or sweet.
But, undeniably, whatever they may be,
experiences with roommates are hardly
ever forgettable.
Some students, like sophomore art
major Jodie Schmidt, are survivors of
wommate horror stones.
’When I first saw her on the first day, 1
was kind of sin pm ised. She was a lot bigger than me mid she seemed like thus
big. Ix x nning girl. 1 du night, ’oh my gr
I’m going to get squashed by her.’ She
See ROOMATES. page 6

SJSU art major Jodie Schmidt cuts her boyfriend’s hair He is also her roommate
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Editorial
Three out of four California school children failed to show they understand
basic math concepts in the new state
achievement tests called the California Learning Assessment System (CLAS) test.
This outcome shows that teaching methods
must be changed or improved to keep students’
futures secure. There is an obvious lack of
knowledge students have as a result of their
education.
What the new test does is provide the needed
step toward education reform to prepare children for the future.
Earlier tests showed California students were
stronger in math than any other subject. In
these tests the questions had multiple choiceanswers.
The new test gauges student ability more
accurately.
The CLAS test does not just ask students to
select an answer, which could result in students
guessing.
It requires students to explain how they got
their answer in detail. Explaining their answers
is important because they must know what they
are doing and not just select a, b, c, d or e randomly.
The CI AS test is then designed to gauge the
students’ knowledge and ability better than the
previous tests. Students must know the material
they are tested on to be able to explain it and in
turn get the correct answer.
Santa Clara schools scored better than the
state average in all subjects in all grade levels. In
the most diluent communities such as Saratoga
and Los Gatos, students scored high.
The difference between this new test and
previous tests is that CLAS measures California
students against a world-class standard instead
of a national norm.
Students are evaluated by what their ability
should be, based on their education, rather
than what other students are doing across the
nation.
This test is needed to start reforming education so students will be prepared for adulthood.
If children learn at an early age to think critically, they will be better prepared for high
school,college and careers.
In the work-world, adults need to know the
steps involved in finding the answer, not just
guessing the answer.
The CLAS test provides a needed step toward
education reform. Students are gauged by what
they have learned, not by how good they are at
guessing the answers.
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Women should have a
month of recognition

HERE’S
ANOTHER FINE MESS
YOU VE GOTTEN US INTO!!!!

California educators need
to emphasis mathematics
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HEATHER HAYES
Writer’s Forum
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There’s a need for real teachers
ile the cost to
attend
SJSU
is
$1,724 in tuition a
year, it costs over $18,000 for
Stanford University It seems fair
enough to ask just what kind of
teaching does $18,000 buy?
The debate here is not who’s
better: Stanford professors or
SJSU professors. It’s whether
you have a professor who actually teaches in class.
It’s hard to assume that Stanford professors don’t teach well,
but it’s certainly legitimate to
question if they teach at all. A
great deal of teaching at Stanford has been handed over to
people who are not as qualified
as SJSU professors. They are
called teaching assistants.
Stanford professors consider
themselves to be too scholarly,
important and professional to
sit in class and teach. This attitude is obvious when teaching
uncle’ graduate students.
Although Stanford officials
try to keep a lid on this shabby
secret of their "glamorous" higher education, it is indeed the
dark side of that institution and
many others.
Stanford professors, who are
undoubtedly the best in their
field, slough off teaching by
assigning young men and
women to do the job for them.
These so-called teaching assistants usually have little or no
experience in classroom teaching. Because they’re still students, their main objective goes
beyond doing a professor’s job
for one twentieth the pay; they
worry about themselves as students too. So they scramble
between teaching others and
doing their homework.
While professors at Stanford

classes in many U.S. universities.
The bottom line is that Stanford students, in many cases, get
no more than the name of the
professor. They receive the actual teaching from another student who has completed the
same courses before them.
"Stanford doesn’t care about
teaching," said an SJSU profesFrom the Heart to the Heart sor, (whose name I won t mention in case he decides to purare too busy doing their sue a teaching job at Stanford).
required "research," teaching Stanford’s level of teaching is
assistants give lectures, lead class- mediocre, he said.
At SJSU, at least I get a
room discussions, make up
examinations, grade them and teacher, a real teacher, not
counsel their follow students. another graduate student
Undergraduate students would
Despite the few problems we
be lucky to encounter their sup- have at SJSU, which could limit
posedly distinguished teacher the productivity of our profeson the first meeting of class or sors, this institution is more
maybe on the last meeting to at about teaching and learning
least say bye-bye and swear to his than glamour and research.
If only SJSU would take care
friends that he saw the
of a few obstacles, which have
renowned scholar in person.
Another example of this kept it from being one of the
scandalous state of academia is better California universities, I’d
demonstrated at UC Berkeley. prefer to get my higher educaOn the first page of its catalog, it tion here than at an expensive
as.serts that the faculty "is made school like Stanford.
The SJSU administration
up of some of the most distinguished teachets and scholars in should minimize the workloads
the world."
of its faculty. The full-time teachIn another place in the same ers are expected to teach four
catalog, it further states that, classes every semester and do
"students who attend Berkeley community work to make up for
have the benefit of learning time they "could have spent
from world-renowned theorists teaching in class."
Unless this institution seriousand researchers who are also
often distinguished teachers."
ly considers relieving the presLittle is said if those profes- sure on its professors, it should
sors would actually be teaching. not only anticipate low producThe Wall Street Journal pub- tivity from the overworked
lished one of the few systematic teachers, but also the loss of the
studies ever done on the use of better ones among them.
teaching assistants. The report
Naser Ideis is a Daily staff
concluded that graduate stucolumnist. His column appears
dents were responsible for 58
every other Tuesday.
percent of the lower-division

NASER IDEIS

Why is Michael Jordan baseball’s foul tip?
Since Michael Jordan has
decided to give America’s pastime a chance,
everybody and their mania has
ragged on him. My question is
y does everyone have so
much anger toward Mr. Air?"
L.A. Daily News’ Michael
Ventre labeled Jordan as the
"Sultan of Squat." Sports Illustrated recently had an article
called "Err Jordan." Players of
the present and past in Major
League Baseball have repeatedly put the man down.
Is it because he quit basketball and didn’t stay out of the
media focus by attempting a
baseball career? Jordan likes
competition and a challenge.
He retired from the NBA
because of a lack of it.
In baseball, Jordan brings
himself the ultimate challenge.
The man hasn’t played since
high school, but he has the
physical attributes to give him
the confidence to try. Furthermore, the man is 6 feet 6 inches
tall, which gives him the strike
zone of a sewage pipe. This is a
huge challenge and challenge is
what he lives for.
What I don’t understand is
that people are so disturbed by

MARC J. SPEARS
Writer’s Forum
his attempt Are baseball players
so insecure about their jobs that
they think Jordan will take their
spots?
I know if Jose Canseco tried
out for the Clippers, they would
embarrass him by dunking on
him left and right, not by opening their mouths behind his
back. If anything, with Jordan’s
lack of success, he will show people how difficult baseball is to
pick up, which will give the
game more respect
Everybody has tried to do
something in their life that was
almost impossible to accomplish. An unattractive man has
tried to pick up on a nightclub’s
finest women. A woman tries to
get a chauvinist man to give her
a promotion. But despite the
odds, many have succeeded in
ways that seemed to be unattain-

able earlier.
On March 14 Jordan broke
out of an 0-14 debut slump to
get an infield hit off the Minnesota Twins’ Jeff Innis. He also
went on to steal his first base in
that game. Afterwards his teammates celebrated his first major
league hit by dousing Jordan
with beer. He finally got the hit
to shut up his critics. But more
importantly he received the
acceptance of his teammates,
which can’t be taken away.
Jordan may never become a
member of the White Sox and
probably will be sent to the
minor leagues by the time you
read this. But at least he gave his
dream a try. Everyone should be
given an opportunity to follow
their dreams. Without an
attempt, they will always wonder
what could have been.
Although Jordan is a huge
underdog, I would love to see
him make it. It seems like the
majority of people don’t I guess
society receives satisfaction when
we see someone who has been
on top of the world fall to the
ground in humiliation.
Mani. Spam is a
Daily staff writer
4

Twain once said, ’There are three
Mark
kinds of lies. Lies, damned lies, and statistics."
Statistics, being the lowest of all lies, were the
bulk of Thomas Zizzo’s column ’The silent pain of
American men." Statistics allow us to skew the facts
and show people only what we want them to know.
Reliance on statistics is what Zizzo does to create
his myth of the pain of American men. He uses a
book titled ’The Myth of Male Power" by Warren
Farrell as the basis for his arguments.
Zizzo asserts that women "work at non-hazardous jobs." Some do, yes. So do some men. But
could it be that maybe some men wouldn’t want
women to work at a hazardous job, such as construction work, because they feel that a female
couldn’t handle all that "tough-guy stuff"? Some
males may just prefer to work at dangerous jobs,
and some females may prefer to work at less hazardous ones.
Fact is, many females, if given the chance, could
do just as well as a man in any occupation.
And the fact that "men account for 94 percent
of occupational fatalities each year" is going to be
true. It should be, because men make up the bulk
of those occupations in which fatalities result
Rape in prison among males is going to take
place and it does. One million times a year, in fact,
as Zizzo said. How does this relate to the female
persecution of males? As far as I know, males and
females are not locked up in prison cells together.
And males have one of the vital instruments with
which to rape.
Zizzo is correct when he says "rare in female
prisons appears virtually non-existent. No kidding.
Females don’t have a penis, and since weapons
aren’t allowed in prisons, what are they going to
rape with? Granted, prison guards may rape female
inmates, but it is not so prevalent because males
aren’t locked up with females.
Zizzo said that men are twice as likely as women
to be victims of violent crimes and are three times
as likely to be murdered.
Men walk around all hours of the night with this
"devil-may-care" attitude. They think they’re invincible and no one would dare touch them. Well, it’s
no wonder they’re always getting attacked. It
shouldn’t be such a surprise.
Women, on the other hand, either hide in their
homes at night or go out in full anti-attack garb
(personal attack alarm, a year of self-defense class,
brass knuckles, what have you). Females are simply
much smarter in the realm of self-protection in the
evening hours.
Zizzo’s proposal for a "men’s history month" is
insane. This has been men’s history lifetime. Men
wrote the constitution, men have been president
and men have dominated almost every aspect of
the creation of this country and its laws.
The contributions of women have gone unrecognized for too long. Less than 2 percent of history-textbook space is devoted to women and what
they have done. We are not socialized to believe
that men are scum, but to believe that females
aren’t good for anything but baking bread and
churning milk.
Before you look at Warren Farrell’s statistics and
believe them, take a look at the reason the statistics
come out the way they do. One may come to find
men aren’t quite the trampled martyrs they purport to be.
Heather Hayes is a Daily staff writer

Forum Page Policies
The SPARTAN DARN provides a daily Forum to
promote a "marketplace of ideas." Contributions
to the page are encouraged from students, staff,
faculty and others who are interested in the university at large.
Any letter or column for the forum page must
be turned in to Letters to the Editor’s box in the
SPARTAN DAILY newsroom, Dwight Bentel Hall 209,
or to the information booth in the Student
Union.
Articles may also be mailed to the Forum Editor, The SPARTAN DAILY, School ofJournalism and
Mass Communications, San Jose State University,
One Washington Square, San Jose, CA 95192. Fax
articles to (408) 924-3282.
Articles and letters MUST contain the author’s
name, address, phone number, signature and
major.
Contributions must be typed or submitted on a
3.5- inch computer disk using Microsoft Word on
the Macintosh. Always bring a printout of your
submission.
Submissions become the property of the SPARTAN DAILY and will be edited for clarity, grammar,
libel and length.
Categories available to non-DAILY staff members
are:
on
Campus Viewpoint 300 to 500 word
current campus, political or personal issueeMbmissions should be well researched.
Letters to the Editor Up to 200 words
responding to a certain issue or point of view. If
they are longer, they may edited for length.
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HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT CLUB: Club Meeting

General Meeting,
5:30p.m., Costanoan Room, SU.
Call Joe 924-3453

5p.m., Almaden Room, SU.
Call Radhika 972-1237

AMERICAN
SOCIETY
OF
MECHANICAL ENGINEERS: General Meeting 11:30a.m., ENG
137, Call Jake 289-9346

CAREER PLANNING & PLACEMENT AND SJSU INTERNATIONAL CENTER: International

SCHOOL OF ART AND DESIGN:
Student Galleries Art Receptions 6-8p.m., Art and Industrial
Studies Buildings. Call Marla
924-4330

SCHOOL OF ART AND DESIGN:

Careers for American Students,
12:30p.m., Almaden Room, SU.
Call Career Resource Center
924-6033

Lecture Series: Ken Phillip,
"Back to Basics: Influences on,
and from Fine Art at Sheffield
Haliam University, England"
5:00-6:00p.m., Art Room 133.
Call Andy 924-4328

CLITBE LUSITANIA:

SJSU FENCING CLUB: Meeting

Meeting,
11:45a.m.-12:45p.m., Montalvo
Room, SU

and Practice 7:00-10:00p.m.,
SPX 089. Call John 280-6019

COUNSELING SERVICES: GroupWomen
Students Support
Group, noon-1:30p.m., Admin.
Bldg., Counseling Services,
room 201. Call to sign up, Linda
or Gail 924-5910

SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL
JOURNALISTS AND RADIO TELEVISION NEWS DIRECTOItS AssoCIATION: Journalism Ethics

DISABLED STUDENTS ASSOCIATION: Meeting 3p.m., Montalvo

STRIVING BLACK BROTHERS
AND SISTERS: General Body

Room, SU. Call 297-7393

GOLDEN
KEY NATIONAL
HONOR SOCIETY: General
Meeting 4:00p.m., Almaden
Room, SU. Call 924-3508

HEALTH CAREER OPPORTUNTIT
PROGRAM: Health Career Panel,
3:00-5:00p.m., Science Bldg.
142. Call Herlisa Hamp
924-2911

Workshop 7:00-9:00p.m., ENG
189. Call Dave 924-3266

Meeting, 6:00p.m., E.O.P. Tutorial Center. Call Bryan 279-0983

SYMPHONIC BAND: Concert
7:30p.m., Concert Hall Music
Building. Call Dr. Vernon Read
924-4645

THE DANCE PROGRAM OF THE
THEATRE ARTS DEPARTMENT:

Advancement Director Janet
Redding, SJSU must raise private
support equivalent to 10 percent
of the net general fund allocation.
Redding said SJSU is in striking distance to meet the benchmark of $10 million within the
next several years.
’The chief development officers will meet at the end of the
week to look at the 3 percent, 30
percent of the original 10 percent, and decide whether it
would be in cash or cash-equivalent funds," Redding said.
"Cash -equivalent funds
include money or things that
would enhance education that
would come out of the general
fund."
it will change the presidency
from an internal concern to

From page 1
Records because students don’t
need to come to them for all
the forms. Students can get the
information from the system
themselves.
The system has been going
through improvements since
the beginning of the semester.
"We have had some problems with the printer being
slow and the system coming
down too frequently and
they’re continually working on
that," Radisch said. "We solve
these issues as we go along."
Evaluation forms have been
placed on the machines to get
input from students.
"The system is very helpful
but they need to have a printout of all the grades, not just by
semester," advertising major
Jennifer Dunigan said.
A complete grade listing has
been a popular request by students and Admissions and
Records is working on adding it
to the system. Registering for
classes, requesting transcripts
and dropping classes are features that may be implemented
in the future, according to
Radisch. Kiosks may even be set
up at local community colleges,
which SJSU students can use to
access their records.
’These are prototypes. They
are here for testing purposes,
for trying out and for developing," Radisch said. "By no
means is this is all we’re going
to do. We’re going to continue
to build."
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Imagine Getting
Quality PC Service
At Student Prices.
Get 25% off labor or a free box of
diskettes on your first visit
Bring in this ad for a special offer
on top-notch Mac or PC service
from your local SEFMC,enter.
On your first visit, get 25%
off labor or a free box of
diskettes on anything
from repairs to a
system wellcheck to
a memory upgrade.
It’s all backed by
Digital. with fast
turnaround for all
kinds and brands of
PC products, printers,

Last Tuesday’s Dance 11:30 to
12:15, SPX 219, The Dance
StudioTheatre. Call 924-5041

Fund-raising
From page

Kiosk

extending your horizons," Evans
said.
"You bet it will affect my performance. My colleagues and
staff will have to pick up the
slack."
The task force identified 11
objectives to serve as short-term
goals and tactics to begin meeting these goals. Along with
increased revenue and cost
reduction, the group listed campus climate, overall student
experience and curricular priorities as important elements.
More specific details regarding the cash-equivalent 3 percent will be addressed during a
meeting this Friday of the chief
development officers.
"The meeting is basically to
make sure we’re all on the same
page and to discuss various
issues," Reddii ig said.

The Biggest Party for Spring Break:

and related peripherals. So bring in
your equipment to us for a repair, a
wellcheck, or even just a question.

Reach the
SJSU market.
ADVERTISE!
(408) 9243270

What could be smarter than great
service at great prices?

servicenter

)11,1

622 E. Caribbean Drive, Sunnyvale, (408)747-3781
San Jose State Bookstore (drop-of1)
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Copper Canyon Party Cruiser

Hawaiian Tropic Bikini Contest

Foothill & De Anza Colleges
Get Smart!

Self-mReapecting

Freeload

roommate
could. PstiS6
up.,

Pick up an extra
class or two for
only S9 a unit
at Foothill College
and De Anza College

Spring classes
begin April 4th
Walk-in registration is:
March 28-30 at Foothill
March 31 at De Anza

Late registration is April 4-15 at both colleges.

its Spnng Break do you know what your travel plans are? Wit,
not Go Greyhound’, see the I’ S A and collect highly education,
experiences for your next term paper with the Greyhound Spniic
Break Companion Pass? Just buy one ticket hy 4/ 311/04, and gel .1
second ticket free Share one with a friend (or freeloader) and Ivi
the hooks behind. Just remember to he hack in time for final,

I.

Greyhound Spring Break Companion Pass.
Yes, my roommate would like the free companion ticket
when I purchase one at the unrestricted walk-up fare.
1,rnmanon

DE ANZA COLLEGE
21250 Stevens Creek Blvd
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408)864-5300

FOOTHILL COLLEGE
12345 El Monte Road
Los Altos Hills, CA 94022
(4151 949-7325
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Insurance: gays one step closer
From page 1
remain uncovered parents,
grandparents,
common-law
spouses, grandchildren and nonadopted children to name several.
"With all these groups discriminated against, it seems fair
to ask whether domestic partners
have a greater or more just claim
on benefits than the other
groups not included," Hegstrom
said.
Hegstrom proposed two alternatives to domestic partners
insurance: Restrict additional
coverage to all children economically dependent on employees
or expand coverage to include
all the members in an employee’s household. He admits that
the latter could get expensive.
Sivertsen
criticized
Hegstrom’s counter-proposal.
"The bottom line is he didn’t
want to vote for domestic partners insurance, so he just created
this other straw-dog to get people to focus on it and nobody
was fooled," Sivertsen said.
’The fuel behind his argument was his desire to deny gays
and lesbians equal access to the
insurance policies. I don’t care
what he said, he’s a bigot," Sivertsen said.
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On the same note, Sivertsen
"Insurance companies don’t
said arguments based on abuse care who’s covered as long as
of domestic partner coverage are premiums are paid," Hegstrom
irrelevant.
said. ’The more it’s expanded to
These arguments include cover other people, the more it’s
roommates who pose as lovers to going to cost."
get benefits or couples who say
The insurance proposal goes
they’re married so they both can before the statewide Academic
be covered by an insurance poli- Senate again in May. With the
cy, occurrences that Sivertsen weight of the Senate behind
said happen frequently. Blue them, the unions can approach
Cross denied such frequent the Board of Trustees to ask for
abuse of coverage.
change. If the Board of Trustees
"It’s always interesting to me vote in favor of the proposal, it
that when people bring up issues becomes policy
regarding domestic partners,
The nine CSU unions negotithey always bring up examples of ate employee benefits with the
possible things that could hap- CSU system. CSU is forcing the
pen," Sivertsen said. ’They’re unions to bargain separately for
already happening, but they’re domestic partners insurance
happening by the heterosexual rather than include it in the orig(community).
inal benefits package.
’Those are issues that need to
According to Sivertsen, this is
be addressed, but denying me just CSU’s way of dragging its
equal access to my benefits feet.
because of those issues is not
’There is absolutely no legal
fair," Sivertsen said.
requirement that bargaining for
According to Sivertsen, many domestic partners insurance is a
insurance companies such as necessity,
Sivertsen
said.
Blue Cross and Kaiser have pro- ’There’s no law stating we canvisions for domestic partners. not have this, only the resistance
Blue Cross denied having such of CSU to blend it into the packprovisions because they are diffi- age of benefits."
cult to regulate. Ultimately, the
Sivertsen said the policy
CSU must carry the cost of should go in effect in three to
extended coverage.
four years.
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Oscar Battle, health education coordinator at Student Health Services, teaches people to quit smoking.

"Riveting...No-Holds-Barred Explosions
of Identity & Estrangement.

Program helps smokers quit
From page I

program they are scheduled
for the program are provided for two counseling appointby the American Cancer Soci- ments.
The participants then keep
ety.
James Ross, program spe- a log of what triggers their
ialist for the American Can- smoking and how much they
cer Society of Santa Clara Val- smoke.
After four or five sessions
ley, said, "We provide him
(Battle) with all the resources the participants are reassessed.
such as videos, literature and Battle said the objective is to
maintain the decline in smokfilms."
Ross said the mission of the ing and not increase it.
According to Battle, smokSociety is education, research
and the early prevention of ers stop smoking in different
cancer.
Battle bases the program on wa7-here are a number ofpeoquitting smoking. Then he tai- ple who quit "cold turkey.
The second group quits by
lors what he does specifically
reduction. Many quit smoking
to the individual.
According to Battle, smok- gradually because it is easier.
ing is symbolic. Because peo- They may have started smokple learn to smoke, they then ing gradually, so they quit the
have to learn not to smoke by same way they started.
smoking
is
Whether
learning how they became a
stopped at once or by reducsmoker.
’Then we develop skills and tion, Battle considers both a
ways not to smoke. If we do success.
When the program first
that slowly a little bit at a time
we recondition our behavior started, most participants were
and that might take a year or older students, Battle said.
Now the program has a
two years," Battle said.
Battle estimates he has eight younger group of students
to 12 appointments each week who are concerned about quitand half of those are new to ting smoking and have been
the program. The program smoking only a couple of
has about 48 participants this years.Battle also sees another
change in program particisemester.
When students first start the pants.

"In the past we had more
people coming in for themselves," he said. ’There are
smokers coming in now
because someone has told
them the smoke bothers
them."
"People are coming in to
stop smoking because their
wives, girlfriends or boyfriends
are sick of the second-hand
smoke. We et the result of the
complaint, Battle said.
The second difference is
people who are bothered by
someone they know who
smokes and they will come in
to get help for that smoker.
This help may consist of
providing information to
bringing the smoker into the
pr
The program has also
changed.
From August 1990 to
December 1992 a state grant
funded the Tobacco Use
Awareness and Cessation Project.
During the first year it targeted only African Americans,
Asians and Latinos. After the
first year it expanded to target
women who use contraceptives, then to athletes.
The current program is
now open to all students, faculty and staff.
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Ethics: workshop on the media
From page I
at KQED in 1968. Fuller has
won two local Emmy awards for
programs he produced at KPIX.
"You Make the Call" is an
informative workshop to give
insight as to how journalists in

the field would make their decisions.
The topic is not disclosed
until the workshop starts, but
will focus on a political election.
Journalism professor David
Grey believes the workshop will

be informative to everyone.
"These (workshops) generally give people insight into a field
they might not know too much
about," Grey said.
The workshop is open to all
SJSU students, faculty and staff.

CHINESE CUISINE- FOOD TO GO
Mandarin & Szechuan Cuisine
"Box Lunches To Go
"Lunch & Dinner
1130-9,00 P.M.
Catering Available
294-3303 or 998-9427
131 E. Jackson Street
6 blocks North of Santa Clara Between 3rd & 4th Streets
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Communication Station
Copyinal
Hannah’s Cookies
Paddy
Pizza a go go
Rock N’ Taco’s
San Jose Dance Theater
Second Street Athletic Club
Subway
Spring Break
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March 24, 1994
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Roommates
From page
looked kind of mean and scary.
But she turned out to be
fairly nice at first," Schmidt
said, explaining her first impressions of her roommate while living in the dorms at CSU Long
Beach during her freshman
year.
"I tried not to be disappointed, but I could tell she was kind
of different," she said.
Schmidt said the reason she
thinks the two were paired in the
first place was because both lived
in the Bay Area.
"We filled in a little sheet at
the beginning. But I don’t think
it got into any real detail," she
said.
Spending the whole year with
this roommate, Schmidt had
to endure endless battles with
this "new stranger." With problems of an overly jealous roommate, Schmidt said she often
would avoid the temperamental
girl by staying with her boyfriend
who then attended UC San
Diego.
"She pretty much liked me
around to use as her puppet, to

come with her everywhere. But
when I met my boyfriend, she
started getting really mad
because I wasn’t going to be
around for her," she said.
"The first time I went away to
visit my boyfriend, she was
drilling me on questions, like
’Where have you been?’ Sometimes I even wondered if she was
erasing my telephone messages.
She tried to do anything she
could to one-up me."
She said she never confronted
her resident adviser because she
did not want to hurt her roommate’s feelings or cause any
problems.
"I guess I was too chicken,
even though I kicked myself
when the second semester came
along," she said.
As if Schmidt’s first time experience was not bad enough, she
also ended up tackling problems
with a whole new set of roommates in her second year at
Long Beach until she moved to
SJSU. She now lives with her
boyfriend in an apartment.
Schmidt said that males don’t
seem to have the same amount

COMEDY TRAFFIC SCDOOL ’’
$20 w/ THIS AD
Classes taught by comedians
No test or written work
Videos/Movies

(408)248-6811

(510)748-0126

L......

(415)255-8886

BE A MATRIX MODEL
;it a free cult. color. lierin. facial
and/or cosmetic make( air.
want LUI
Itealiliv hair
update. to their look.
First model call is \larch 31
at 6:30 p.m. San lose I Mimi.
:Unladen lit x
For more info call Maronna

(707) 421-5453

of problems as females.
’The difference with guys is a
feeling of being nonchalant. I
went from everybody being nosy
to freedom to do what I want.
Girls have certain expectations,
but guys don’t seem to have any
rules," Schmidt said, describing
the conditions of living with her
boyfriend and his friend after
her roommate ordeal.
Industrial psychology senior
Reggie Simmons, who has lived
at Spartan Village for the last two
years, said he did not really have
any real traumatic roommate
problems. However, he did say
he must endure crowded conditions living with four people
sharing two bedrooms.
According to Simmons, sharing one phone with four people
can be a pain. Plus, Simmons
said with so many people sharing
the room it can be stressful when
trying to study
Senior RTVF major Renee
Benavente, a resident adviser at
Allen Hall, said communication
is the key to dealing with roommates.
"Get to know your roommate.
You don’t have to be best
friends, but at least there is an
understanding that you do need
to share a room. Be flexible
because a lot of things can happen. People will be in bad
moods sometimes. Make sure
you can handle their moods as
well as your own. No one’s perfect," she said.
Benavente said that when
looking for a roommate, students should also find someone
they know first.
"Find a roommate you know
that has the same likings. It will
be a lot better. Since you live in
such close quarters, a lot of times
if you have too many things that
are different it might irritate others or you. Try to find someone
who has the same sleeping
habits, too."
problems
arise,
When
Benavente advised that students
try to work out the problems
themselves when living in the
Residence Halls.
"It won’t last forever. Be considerate. It’s about delegating
your own conflicts. Don’t whine,
speak about it."
Despite Benavente’s advice,
looking back as an experienced
veteran, Schmidt suggested that

jjjij[Ance PitAy iifi@ 7421
tm itcase Dance ’Pt)hy
March 25, 1994

9:00 pm - 1:00 am
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SJSU Senior general design major Stefanie lzumi has never had a roommate and prefers to keep ft that way.
She lives in a two-story townhouse in the Willow Glen district of San Jose.
anyone who is looking for a ent and is a matter of luck was going to go to bed, (it was)
roommate should not necessari- when finding a compatible silence. She didn’t want anybody
ly base the procedure on finding roommate.
doing anything."
a friendly face in class.
Moore currently lives in SparMoore and Jones have
"You find out a lot more tan Village with Brandi Jones, a worked out a system so that each
about the person once you move sophomore in communications roommate is responsible for
another
roommate, their chores. This way the burin with them. They can be all and
friendly and nice in class, but Although the conditions are den does not lie too heavily on
you don’t have
good now, the one roommate.
two have also
Jones said that dealing with
to deal with
them
about ’But when I met my faced a few study habits is not a problem for
horror stories Moore and her. According to
bills," she said.
boyfriend, she
of their own.
Jones, it is common courtesy to
Sophomore
In the past, turn off the radio when one of
sociology major started getting
Lydia
Moore
Moore
and the roommates pulls out a book
Jones
have to study.
also had a simi- really mad because
had to deal
Moore advised that when
lar experience.
I wasn’t going to be with
one dealing with roommates, people
While living in
roommate
one of the Resi- around for her.’
should set clown ground rules in
who
would the beginning before a problem
dence Halls at
SJSU,
Moore
Jodie Schmidt not cooperate starts.
.aphOrtione. mul major with chores.
chose to live with
Jones added that people
"She wasn’t should also learn to just cleanher best friend.
However,
here to do her up after themselves as well
it
chores. So, I as respect their roommates’ prialthough
seemed as if the conditions had to do double (the work),"
vacLnior general design major
would be favorable, the combi- Jones said.
Moore added that she Stefanie lzumi has heard all the
nation did not work out.
horror stories and chooses to live
"She had habits I couldn’t thought the roommate was lazy.
"From the time she came alone because of the complicalive with," she said, recalling such
differences as study habits home from school until the time tions that can arise.
"When doing art, I like to
and the messiness of the room- she went to bed, she laid right
here on the couch and watched seclude myself. I don’t have to
mate,
Apparently each case is differ- T.V. Whenever she decided she report to anyone 401 cap come
home at any time I like. Plus,
people can come over at any
time without me having to tell
someone ahead of time," said
lzumi, who lives in a Willow Glen
townhouse.
"I have my own privacy. I’ve
heard stories where if you drink
two sips of milk, you have to pay
two bucks. I just don’t want to
deal with that."
However, with the advantages,
Izumi said that there are disadvantages, too. At times, she said
this lifestyle can be lonely.
"It’s just me, myself and the
four walls," she said.
Perhaps Jocelyn Hart, a
health science senior, has the
best advice of all.
Spartan Village roommates Brandi Jones, left, and Lydia Moore, who
"When you find good roomenjoy their living situation. watch TV with resident assistant Skye Ducreay. mates, stick with them."

Student Union Ballroom

Take a break on Spring Break

PRICE: $4.00 w/SJSU ID, $5.00 w/other picture ID (must be over 18)
Bring a SUITCASE (optional). Plane tickets and hotel accomodations
will be awarded during the dance party.
Bring an APPETITE. Dinner prizes will be awarded during the dance party.
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Spielberg wins top Oscar honors
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LOS ANGELES (AP)
"Schindler’s List." Steven Spielberg’s stark epic of heroism
amid the Holocaust, won the
first Oscar of the night
Monday, the award for art
direction.
The movie was the heavy
favorite with 12 nominations at
the 66th annual Academy
Awards, including best picture
and director.
Spielberg, in two decades of

turning out Holltwood’s biggest
hits from "Jaws" to "E.T. the
Extra-Terrestrial," had never
won those top honors.
Another Spielberg movie,
"Jurassic Park," took the prize
for visual effects with its astonishing recreation of dinosaurs.
Ralph Fiennes was one of
the favorites to win the supporting actor award as the brutal concentration camp commander in ’Schindler’s List."
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San Jose Cleveland Ballet; Sorrento’s Italian Ristorante ltaliano; San Jose Symphony; El Tonto Mexican
Resturant; Florentine; Paramourrt’s Great America; Oakland A’s; San Francisco Giants; Spring Break
Tanning Salon; San Jose County Aids Health Services; Sports City CafØ; Red Lobster.
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World Events

TUNIS, Tunisia (AP) Running unopposed, President Zinc El-Abidine Ben
Ali was re-elected to a new fiveyear term with 99 percent of the
vote and his party trounced six
small opposition parties, the government said Monday.
However, the new pluralism
was limited: not only did the
incumbent president run against
nobody, but Muslim fundamentalists were barred from the elections altogether.
Ben Ah’s party, the Democratic Constitutional Assembly, won
more than 95 percent of the
votes with 60 percent of the
results counted from Sunday’s
elections, the Interior Ministry
said.
Final results were scheduled
to be announced later Monday.
In all, 163 seats in the singlechamber Parliament were at
stake, with at least 19 guaranteed
to opposition parties no matter
how badly they fared. It will
mark the first time more than
one party has been represented
in Parliament since Tunisia’s
independence in 1956.
According to the partial
returns, turnout was close to 100
percent in several regions.
All the opposition parties, as
well as major trade unions,
endorsed Ben All, who has liberalized Tunisia’s economy, boosted per capita income, improved
education and health care, and
helped expand the middle class.

(AP) - The upEgiROME
start party mounting a
strong challenge in
national elections is outraged
about accusations that it’s getting support from an influential bloc of voters - the Mafia.
As the campaign for the
March 27-28 vote winds up, the
rumors of Mafia support have
been growing. Although the
Mafia has long been a shadowy
political influence, the issue
resonates especially strongly
after a series of blows against
organized crime and the revelations of a two-year investigation of government corruption.
"We are indignant. What is
happening goes beyond any
limit," Fedele Confalonieri,

Salvadoran presidential race heads for runoff
SAN SALVADOR, El Salvador (AP) - Ruling
conservatives fell just shy
of an absolute majority in election returns Monday and faced
a runoff against a leftist coalition that includes former guerrillas from El Salvador’s civil
wa
The election Sunday was the
nation’s first since the 12-year
war ended in 1992. Nearly half
of El Salvador’s 2.3 million eligible voters did not vote, a high
rate for the small Central
American country.
American election observers
said they saw some irregularities that obstructed voting, but

up of three parties, including
no signs of outright fraud.
Despite scattered violence, the former guerrilla organizathe campaign was the most tion, the Farabundo Marti
peaceful since the 1970s, when National Liberation Front, or
the guerrillas began fighting a FMLN, which became a politiseries of U.S.-backed govern- cal party under the peace
accords.
ments.
Calderon Sol’s majority
With 67 percent of the balArmando slipped slightly as returns came
counted,
lots
Calderon Sol, the right-wing in from remote areas, where
candidate of the ruling Repub- the left traditionally holds sway.
ARENA won the San Sallican Nationalist Alliance, or
ARENA, had 49.38 percent of vador mayor’s race and was
the vote, versus 26.31 percent leading the race for the 84
for the leftist coalition candi- seats in the National Assembly.
date, Ruben Zamora. The Because of the complex tabulaChristian Democrats had 15.31 tion system for the assembly,
however, its makeup may not
percent.
The leftist coalition is made be known for days.

Classi fled

chairman of the media conglomerate run by Forza Italia
founder Silvio Berlusconi, said
Monday.
Confalonieri summoned
reporters to his office in Milan
to respond to news reports that
Mafia turncoats had told prosecutors there were links
between the mob and Berlusconi’s Fininvest company.
He said the accusations were
part of an "orchestrated campaign" by Berlusconi’s political
opponents. Prosecutors have
said they are investigating the
claims.
The reports came amid a
crescendo of accusations that
the Mafia would vote for Forza
Italia ("Let’s Go, Italy!"), which
Berlusconi formed last year

Nuclear warheads sent
from Ukraine to Russia
KIEV, Ukraine - A second trainload of nuclear
warheads has been sent
from Ukraine to Russia for dismantling, officials said Monday,
as U.S. Defense Secretary
William Perry arrived for a visit
to a missile base.
After a day of closed-door
meetings with Perry, government officials said a train carrying 60 warheads removed from
missiles in Ukraine left for Russia under heavy security on
March 14. The news came on
the eve of a visit by Perry to one
of the missile bases from which
warheads are being removed.
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Valentyn Lemish, head of
Ukraine’s parliamentary defense commission, said the latest
batch of warheads came from
the Khmelnytsky missile base in
central Ukraine. On Tuesday,
Perry was to visit the Pervomaysk base, source of the first
shipment of warheads from
Ukraine.
"Now the warheads are at
Russian plants in the process of
dismantlement," Lemish said.
Perry came to Kiev for two
days of talks concerned that an
agreement by Ukraine to eliminate its nuclear weapons was
stalled.

Phone: 924-3277 FAX:

FOR SALE

SECURITY- $7.0010 $12.00
Security / Control Center / EMT’s
Weekly Pay Checks.
Medical / Dental / Vacation Pay.
Full-time or Part-time.
Sites: MtiAew/Milpitas/SJ/S Clara
No experience Necessary.
DON’T PAY FULL PRICE!
Day shift starts: 6, 7 or 8 am.
$425. Art Carved Ring Gift
Swing shift starts: 3 or 4 pm.
Certificate for $300. For info
call Steve at 924-8346.
Grave shift starts: 11 or 12 pm.
Apply: Bam - 5pm, Mon.. Ri.
Vanguard Security Services
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara.
THRIK ABOUT IT. YOU AS A MARIE
Officer! Leading, learning.
supervising. Paid summer SMALL GOLD WOMEN’S WATCH ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
training. Participate with out found Thursday morning, on 10th wanted for Associated Students
obligation. Over 25 career paths. St. across from Business Tower. Leisure Services on campus. Must
be a current student, available to
If you want to know more, call Call 728.5507.
work between 1.2 - 20 hrs/wk
1-800-PLC-USMC.
(flexible, can work around your
classes). Macintosh experience
B E A FRIEND!
preferred. Stadingrate$6-6.50/hr
Caring and friendly volunteers
KAPPA DELTA
depencfng on previous experience.
needed to help individuals
Apply by Mar. 25 in the Students
Congratulations to our newly
with mental illness become
Activities Office. For more info,
initiated sisters; Bambi Call.
independent! Flexible hours!
please pick up a position
Robyn Fernandez and Amanda
Training and support given.
announcement In the Student
Weir! Love and AOT- KD Sisters.
Gain practical experience for
Activities Office or call 924-5950.
psychology, social work. OT,
nursing or related fields.
HIRING SUMMER MANAGEILIENT
Call Teresa Jackson at
NOW! College Pro Painters,
408/526-1288 or 408/287.2132!
established in 1971.. Outlet
VANTEMPS
Manager positions available
Contract Personnel Service
D3YOU LE BAWD &TODDLERS?
in Northern California. Average
CALL NOW!
Non-profit Family Service Assoc. is
summer profit $8,000. Call
We are curtently registering for
looking for daytime volunteers to
1-800-392-1386 for info.
experienced professionals for
provide childcare for up to 4 hours
clerical positions.
a week while their mothers attend
EARN GREAT MONET?
BENEFITS:
doir.ntown
counseling sessions in
Environmental company
Weekly Pay
San Jose. Tue. 10am 3pm., Wed.
expanding
in the Bay Area
Paid
Vacations
9srn Noon, Thur. 5:30pm - 8pm.
seeks motivated individuals with
Credit Union Membership
Call Child Watch at 288-6200.
good people skills. PT/FT.
Dental/Vision Insurance
Training provided.
Flexible Hours
NI/MOVERS! Perms, COO & ats.
408-262-1442.
AFPLYTODAYOR SEND A MENU
Redken Hair Show Si, 4/10-11.
RECEIVE A FEE & SERVICES. 32O8 Scott Ead. Seta Clive CA.915:64.
No exp. nec. Meet 4/8, 7 pm. 408.7270462 / FM/ 40E37278364
Equal Opportunity Employer.
Sheraton Milp. Pio 510886.1117.
Certain advertisements in
these column may refer
WANT TO PURCHASE posters, MODELS for Perms, Colors & Cuts
the metier to specific
newspapers, buttons etc. from Redken Hair Show SJ, 4/10-11.
telephone numbers or
the Black Panther Party. Call RECEIVE A FEE & SERVICES from
addressee for additional
Intl Artists. No exp. nec. Meet
Samuel Brooks (510)654-7862.
information. Classified
4/8, 7pm. at Sheraton Milpitas.
readers should be reminded
100% PURE ADRENALINE Ill III For info call 514886.1117.
that,
when making these
falling
of
free
Experience the thrill
hither contacts, they
Stirs 10,000 feet at the Bay Area’s COMPUTER TECHS TANDEM
should
require complete
techs
experienced
Hardware
1.
only skydiving center. Come join us
infonnetion before sending
for a tandem jump and enjoy your w/unix, workstations & networks.
for goods or sr
money
experienced
techs
first skydive with only 45 minutes 2. Software
vices. In addition, readers
of training. For the true thrill seek- w/compiler languages, unix &
Investigate
carefully
should
er, try an accelerated freefall SQL data bases, and X-terminal
fkms offering employment
course and find yourself on the systems. Part-time school year,
listings or coupons for
fastest road to becoming a full-time other. Top pay. Contact
discount vacations or
certified skydiver, starting with a six Dick Sillan, 924-3928. Leave
merchandise.
hots class and a mile long freefall message and send resume
box.
Eng.
491
room
to
jump
of
your
Videos
the same day.
also available. Owned and operated by SJSU students and grads. COUNSELOR/SKILLS TRAINER to
For more info call (510)634.7575. work with DD adults. 6 mo exp. ALASKA FISHERIES Summer
$6./hour. Frernont 5102260505. employment. Earn up to $15,000.
this summer in canneries, proces
NEW STUDENT DENTAL PLAN:
sors, etc. Male/female. No exp.
ACUFACTS, INC.
Office visits andxrays no charge.
necessary. Room/board/travel
Security guards/patrol officers
SAVE MONEY and your teeth.
provided! Guaranteed sm.
often
All
shifts.
Full-time/Parttime.
Enroll now!
cess! (919)929-4398 ext. A181.
Apply Mon. -Fri. Barn-6pm.
For brochure see A.S. Office or
555D Meridian Ave. San Jose.
call (800)655-3225.
AA CRUISE &TRAVEL Employment
(405)288-5580.
Guide. Earn big 55$ travel the
world free) (Caribbean, Europe,
SCHOOLS
WORLD
SMALL
AUTOMOTIVE
Currently hiring for various full & Hawaii, Asia!) Hurry. busy spring di
part time teaching positions for summer seasons approaching.
Auro INSURANCE
preschools & school-age programs Free student travel club memberCampus Insurance Service
(extended day care). ECE units ship! Call (919)929-4398 ext. C181.
Special Student Programs
required for both preschool &
Sewing SJSU for 20 years
school-eV programs or elementary POSTAL JOSS AVAILABLE!
’Great Rates for Good Driers"
"Good Rates for Nonfood Drivers" education units may apply for Many positions. Great benefits.
school-age programs only. Exped Call 18044364365 ext. P3310.
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student" ’Family Multi.car" ence preferred. Substitute positions available, flexible schedule SUMMER RESORT JOSS Eam to
CALL TODAY 2966270
does not interfere with your school 512./hour « tips. Hawaii, Florida,
FREE QUOTE
or study time! Advancement oppor- Rockies, Alaska, New England,
NO HASSLE
tunities available with our 20 etc. For info call: 1-800-807-5950
NO OBLIGATION
schools located throughout the bay ext. R6041.
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
area. Medical/Dental benefits
$50.00 STUDENT DISCOUNT! available for full-time employees.
ASTORM INSURANCE BROKERAGE Please call 408/257-7326 to
Auto, Jet Ski, Motorcycle, discuss your interest & availability.
MO S. Ilth STREET APTS. Large
Bost, Home owners Insurance.
’Alumni" serving ’Students" PARTTIME SALES REP. Work 2 bdrm./2 be. $695. $745. /mo.
Responsive management. Walk or
hours.
Earn
salary
plus
flexible
you.
I’ll
help
me,
...Talk to
DUI? Accidents? Suspended Uc? commission selling Encyclopaedia ride bike to school. Very clean,
& remodeled. Secured
roomy
line
at
retail
product
BritannIca
408-247-3734.
Cell me, (Don)
only(
stores. Training provided. Cali entrance. Laundry facilities. Cable
Open on Se/Sun with
TV, Ample parking, Call 288.9157.
Larry at 289.1220.
82 HONDA ACCORDS SPD. 130k,
pullout stereo. sun roof, silver, very
reliable. $2k o.b.o.4018395-8677

ANNOUNCEMENTS
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Berlusconi subject of mafi.a
whispers in Italian campaign
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FOR RENT - PVT. ROOM in apt. w/2
SJSU students. Furn. Share bath
w/1 other. $268. + dep. 11th at
William. Tom or Peter 275-6840.
RENT A SPACIOUS 1 BR. APT.
in landmark bldg. Huge windows.
miniblinds, new appliances
incl. D.W. & disposal, A/C.
Neutral carpet, intercom entry,
gated covered parking, laundry
room.Great views! 1 blk from
campus. 2 persons OK. Rent from
$640. Aspen Vintage Tower
297-4705.

levels and styles apply: Beginning,
Intermediate, and advanced in
jazz, rock, fusion, blues, funk,
reggae and folk. Call Bill Ireton at
408.2988124.
FREE SERVICES to currently
enrolled students. CAREER
PLANNING AND PLACEMENT
offers job listings, job search
assistance, job fairs, career
counseling, interest testing,
career workshops, and career
/employer info. Register for the
24 hour job hotline. Visit BC13
crcall 924-6033 for details.

1920’S 1 BDRM. APARTMENT.
Unique! Parking, hardwood. yard.
Financially responsible, clean
quiet & sober. Single occupancy.
$575. + deposit. 551 S. 6th St.
Mike 292-3239.

LEGAL SERVICES
Criminal Defense
Drunk Driving
Theft Charges
Drug Charges
Personal Injury
’ Auto/Motorcycle injuries
Slip & Fall injuries
No fee if no recovery.
BEHZADI LAW OFRCES
111 N. Market St. *336. Sanlose
Tel: 408971-3661.
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist. Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable.
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
247-7486.

STUDENT MASSAGE! 23 year
old offers healthy, full body
Physical Therapy Massage.
Minorities encouraged too.
Myself: Honest & nice appearance. SERVICES FINANCIAL
Page 552-0885 for callback
S HOME BASED BUSINESS $
2 Bedroom Apartment 5750/mo. from Robert. Males only.
Home based businesses are
Security type building
MEN & WOMEN - BARE IT ALL! growing at an alarming rate.
" Secure Parking
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL. Cash In on this money making
? Close In
Stop shaving. waxing, tweezing or opportunity and get your share
Modem Building
using chemicals. Let us perma- of this multi-million dollar
Free Basic Cable service
nently remove your unwanted hair. a year legitimate industry.
Laundry Room
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St. Back Chest- Lip- Bikini Chin - "No gimmicks". Learn how you
Tummy etc. Students & faculty can earn as much as $50,000.
(408) 295-6893.
receive 15% discount. First spot. within the next 3 months.
FOR RENT-1 DORM CONDO near 1/2 price if made before June 30. HURRY! Please send $5.00.
Shark here. wail now. Unfurnished: 1994. Hair Today Gone Tomorrow, for an informational packet, to
$875./mo. Furnished $1100./mo. 621 E. Campbell Ave. *17, Li. Marketing, P.O. Box 10429
San Jose. CA 95157-0325.
Campbell . (408) 379.3500.
Owner/agent 408776-7103.
WILLOW GARDEN APTS,
408.998-0300. Minutes from
San Jose State. Spacious 2
bdrm. apts. with 2 full baths.
Ideal for students and roommates. Swimming pool, saunas,
weight room & club house.
Quality living at a reasonable
rate, 1750 Stokes St.

SO% DISCOUNT!
Perrnanent Cosmetics by Trish.
Enhance your natural beautyl
Eye Liner - Lips - Eyebrows.
Expires June 1st. 1994.
40837153500
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
621 E. Campbell Ave. 017,
Campbell, CA 95008.

Guaranteed Scholarships Grants
4082267261, pgr. 406.9993356
Seeyou at Sum T-WTh 1230.3pn.

CORPORATE SCHOLARSHIPS!!!
The private sector wants to fund
your education! Billions of 5$ in
corporate financial aid goes
unclaimed each year. Why?
People don’t know where or how
PROFESSIONAL BODY MASSAGE to apply for it. Learn how to tap
into this valuable resource.
Give yourself a healthy grit
Call now: 408-236-3747.
you can afford. 1 hr session
$25.00R
$5 BILLIONS available for your
Swedish or sports massage.
education, all students qualify!
House calls also. Call Paul at
Free message (800)666-GRAD.
7360929.

BRAND NEW EVERYTHING!
Be the first to occupy these
newly upgraded units. Studios,
one and two bedrooms from
$525. 1/2 block from SJSU.
Parking. Cable ready. Ask about
move in bonus. $400. dep.
No pets. 55 South 6th St.
DIPEIVENCED =OR WILL POLISH
408-292 5174.
your essay, report, proposal,
thesis, or letter till It shines! Your
success depends upon the quality
SERVICES
of your writing. Call Dave Bolick,
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST 510-601-9554. VISA/MASTERw/B.A. and 15 years experience CARD. FAX. Emergencies O.K.
is now accepting students wishing
to excel at guitar or bass. All

SR MONEY FOR COLLEGE 5$
$135 million unclaimed!
Scholarship matching
guaranteed! FREE informative
booklet! 24 hour recording!
Call now! Toll Free!
1(800) 434-6015 ext 1210.

TRAVEL
CATCH A JET!
Europe- $269.
New York. $129.
Call for program description!
AIRHITCH 0 14300.397.1098.
WHERE DO YOU WANT TO GO?
Hawaii, Mexico, Europe?
Call for low air fares.
Great low prices for cruises tool
Make your vacation plans now.
Call Arlene 408897-3647.
SPRING BREAK ’94
San Diego. California
Packages as low as $75.00!
Call today 1-800-255-5791.
REAL CHEAP TRAVEL!
Discount air tickets to Europe
and the Orient. Special London
summer fare $498. R/T.
Buy now for the summer season.
Special student fares. Call now!
DISCOUNT TRAVEL DESK
1-800-690-9030.

WORD PROCESSING
CALL MARCIA 266.9448
for Word Processing Services
Edit & Format Specialist for
Theses/Projects/Term Papers
APA Tumbler, MLA
Grammar, Punct, Phrasing
Tables, Graphs, & Charts.
Will also edit disks.
600 dpi Laser Printing
Resumes/Cover Letters
InbeenatIonel Students Welcome
10 minutes from campus!

924-3282,

I HATE TO TYPEI
If this got your attention, gve yourself a break. Let me do X for you!
Pick up and delivery - $1.00.
Resumes, term papers & theses.
APA format. $2.00 per double
spaced page / 5.00 minimum.
Cash only. Call Julie 445-0707.
HAYWARDREMONTUNDI CITY
Wordprocessing and typing;
All work accepted!! Reports
Theses Proficient with APA.
MLA, and Turabian formats:
Quick & Speedy turnaround;
WP 5.1. Laser printer. Call me
7 days a week 7 am to 10 pm.
Suzanne Scott 51.0/441-0504.
PRCRESSIONAL Word Processing.
Theses, term papers, group
projects, resumes. letters. etc.
All formats, especially APA.
Experienced, dependable, quick
return. Transcriptions available.
Almaden / Branham area.
Call Linda (408)264-4504.
I SPECIALJZE RI TYPING FOR DIG.
students. 10 years experience
$4/page. References available.
Pat Gardner 408.559-9390. Apple
computer.

AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED
Professional Word Processing!
Theses, Term Papers. Nursing &
Group Projects. Resumes, Letters,
Manuscripts. etc. WordPerfect 5.1.,
HP Laserli. 411formats. specializing
in APA. Spelling. punctuation and,
grammatical editing. Free disc
storage. NI work guaranteed! Worry
free, dependable. and prompt
service. To avoid disappointment,
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS. call now to reserve your time! Call
Science and English papers/ PAM 247-2681 (8am-8pm). plus
theses our specialty. Laser print- Save Adcalonel 10% Per Referral ,
ing. Free spell check and storage.
APA. Turabran and other formats. WORD PROCESSING / TYPING.
Resumes, editing, graphics West San Jose/Cupertino. APA-r
and other services available. "Term papers Group projects
Masterson’s Word Processing, Thesis "Letters Applications
Call Paul or Virginia 408.251.0,149. Rearnes "Tape transcnpition. etc.
NJrsing/Math/Science/English.
201R5 PROCESSIONAL Burlier% Laser printer. Days & evenings..
Typing & transcription for ALL your 7 days. SUZANNE, 446-5658
needs including COLOR. Copying,
binding & FAX available. Pick up EDUCATED WORD PROCESSOR
& delivery. REASONABLE RATES. Term papers, theses. prorects
Timeliness & satisfaction Reasonable rates. Master’s’
guaranteed. Tutoring available degree in literature. Ten years
in some subjects. Contact Candi secretarial experience. Laser
printer. Minutes from campus.
at (408) 369-8614.
Nancy. (4081265-4826

DAILY CLASSIFIED-ADVER77SING THAT WORKS!
Print your ad hare. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.

DEIMEIODEll IDELJI-1=EIEEEIFIEDOODEID7FIL
ELJETIE11-17OLIMMEIEICIDEJODMOODOMOD
ElOODEMOODOOFIDEIDODOODECDOODOFF1
ED lOODEJEFOOT1HODDEDOODODOCIDOODO
Ono
MT
3 lines
$5
4 linos
$6
Slim..
$7
Slim..
$8
$ frk each additional

Two
Dello
$7
$41
89
$10
line

Threw
Ws
$9
$10
$11
$12

Please check
your classification:

Nine

Ad Rate’s 3-)ine minimum
Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

Fly*
Days
$13
$14
$15
$16

After the Idth day, net. inoronews by $1 per day.
First line (25 spaces) in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available in bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES ’
3-9 lines: $70 10-14 lines: $90.
15-19 lines $110.

ACkIrinS
ch.risirra

iro coax

Phone
Send check or money order to
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Joao State University,
San Joao, CA., 95192-0149
Classified desk is located in Dwight Beniel Hall, Roan 209
NI ads are prepaid
III Deadline Two days before publication
III Consecutive publications dates only No refunds on cancelled ads
QUESTIONS/ CALL (408) 0244277

Announcements
- Automotive
- Electronics
- For Sale
- Greek
- Help Wanted
- Housing
- Lost arid Found
_ Services
_ Services Financial
_ Travel
- Tutoring
- Word Processing
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Mood(le) swings
ForJanice Moodie,
golf is much more
than just a sport
By Michelle Lau
Spartan Dath Staff 1A’nter

Aamystical country of moors
nd ancient royal castles,
cotland offers the droning sound of bagpipes, men
adorned in plaid kilts and
enchanting myths of the Loch
Ness monster. But for SJSU’s
women’s golf team, Scotland has
opened its doors to much more
than mere tourist attractions.
Emerging from Glasgow, Scotland, 20-year-old freshman Janice
Moodie has shown her strength
and skill in golf from day one. In
October, averaging 73.33 strokes
per round, Moodie’s best finish
was at the Edean Ihlanfeldt Classic in Redmond, Wash. where
she came in first place.
Moodie, who stands 5’9", has
been playing for the Spartans
since August. Leaving her parents
and 17-year-old brother behind in
Scotland, Moodie decided to
attend SJSU after hearing that the
women s golf team, which is currently ranked second in the country, won three NCAA championships since 1987.
"We (Scotland) don’t have the
money that America has to put
into college sports. There are no
scholarships like I’m on. There
are scholarships to a certain
extent, but you won’t get everything paid for. They don’t have
the intercollegiate tournaments
or anything like that. Back
home, you can’t study and play
your sport at the same time,
Moodie said in her Scottish
brogue, explaining why she
decided to play golf so far away
from home.
For the past three years,
before venturing out to SJSU.
Moodie was working in a Scottish
sports shop and in a golf apprenticeship after finishing high
school.
Although Scotland has been
known for golf since 1457, Moodie does not attribute her initial
interests in golf to the country’s
influence. Instead, it was her
mother, a club champion at her
country club, who introduced her
daughter to the sport at a young
age. However, it wasn’t until she
was 12 that Moodie began to tale
the sport seriously.
"I had a bit of pressure at the
beginning. ’Play golf or I’m not
going to pay your membership
fees and all that sort of stuff. She
had to drag me out. But once I
got above it, I just started playing.
In fact, later, because I couldn t
drive, she had to take me out
and it was the other way
around," Moodie said.
Unfortunately,
although
Moodie’s mother was her first
mentor, she no longer plays golf.
Four years ago, after a car accident, her mother had a brain
hemorrhage, causing her to
become permanently blind.
Despite the hardship Moodie
has had to endure, she is plunging ahead, hoping that her golf
skills will lead her to play professionally for the American Circuit
Moodie said the difficult part
will be getting started on fulfilling her goals.
"I have a few friends back
home who might be able to get
some money together to help

tom ii HEW
Goll
The women’s golf team

has an opportunity to take
over the No. 1 ranking in the
country at the Rainbow
Wahine Invitational today.
The tournament, held in
Oahu, Hawaii, could give the
Spartans the edge they need
since No. 1 -ranked Arizona
State University will not be
competing.
The tournament ends
Thursday.

me get started out," she said.
But with Moodie’s skill and
determination, it won’t be too
hard. Women’s golf coach Mark
Gale has full confidence in Moodie’s professional aspirations.
"Janice is a franchise freshman. I anticipate a fine four
years for her. I know she has a
chance to go professional. She
has a maturity for a freshman
that is rare," he said.
Her teammate, junior Nicole
Materne, agrees.
"Janice is an asset to the team
because she is a very steady and
hard working golfer. Off the
course, she is also funny and easy
to be around."
Although Moodie is currently
undeclared, she is leaning
toward a sports psychology
career if her professional ambitions should go awry.
With these goals in mind,
Moodie practically eats, breathes
and sleeps golf. If she’s not studying, she is often out on the golf
course, practicing three times a
week for four or five hours each
day. On a regular basis, she
practices in the afternoon and
then studies at night.
"On Wednesday nights, it’s a
nightmare for me. I go to class.
Then have some lunch. I go out
and play golf until 5 p.m. Then,
I’ve got a night class that starts at
7 p.m. until a quarter to 10.
Then you come back and you’re
absolutely shattered. And you
just don’t have time to do anything. Then you come to Saturday and Sunday and you say,
Thank God,’ "she said.
Although the Spartans are
champions, occasionally, like every
team, they stumble across losses.
’The low (aspect of golf) is sad
faces," Moodie said. "It s difficult
when you get frustrated with yourself, but you’ve just got to keep
going. That’s when you rely on
the team to keep you going.
"Last weekend, I had a problem with my putting," she said. "I
came off the golf course and I was

TIM KAOSPARTAN DAILY
Freshman golfer Janice Moodie from Scotland hopes to play professionally on the American Circuit. She is averaging 73.3 strokes per round.
came off the golf course and I was
so annoyed with myself. But, then
I thought, ’For the team’s sake,
cheer up.’ and put on a happy
face."
Moodie, who lives at Joe West
Hall, appears to be adjusting well,
fitting into the scheme of things.
She said she unwinds from golf
and studying by socializing with
the new friends she has made.
"It was a bit of a culture shock
at first. We’re (Scotland) quite a
small country. Coming to somewhere where it is so vast and so
big, it’s just totally different. The
weather is still good as well. That
makes a big difference. Back
home, it’s snowing at the
moment. The weather is a good
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Moodie tries to remember one
thing.
"If you work hard, you’re
always going to get what is
rewarded to you."
Moodie believes in working
hard, especially at her game.

"He really wants me to do well,"
she said. "He knows that all you
can do is your best. And if you’ve
done your best and you don’t play
well, then fair enough."
With her busy schedule filled
with tournaments and studying.

Ask Surgeon General Joycelyn Elders
Smoke -Free Coast To Coast Presents
A national town meeting to prevent tobacco use by youth

Dr. Elders will be offering discussion
and will also take questions.
Learn The Facts:
Thursday, March 24, 1994
11:00 to 1:30p.m.
Engineering Auditorium 189
SJSU

DOWNTOWN’S HOTTEST BAR
& PLACE TO BE...

Please Call:
South Valley Counseling Ctr.

152 POST STREET
(Cr. San Pedro St.)

si930

ov

Sponsored by Prevention Center SJSU, National
Council on Alcoholism and Drug Dependence, Inc.,
East Side Union School Dishict, and the Santa Clara
County Bureau of Alcoholism and Drug Programs.

Friday Night Live

Veva 842-7138

Lupe 241-5577

Youth Advocacy Program
Chris 277-5451

The Bridge Counseling Ctr.

San Jose STAT
Trish 247-STAT

Fully Committed

Sal 779-2113

Kermit 888-8247
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advantage for golf," Moodie said,
describing the difference between
the United States and Scotland.
If there’s anybody who Moodie misses most back home, it’s
her coach, whom she has known
for the last six or seven years.
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REGISTER BY
TOUCHTONE
BEGINNING ON
MARCH 29, 1994

GRAND PRIZE GIVEAWAY:

Jimmy Hollywood’s
LEATHER JACKET
Tickets-Posters -Caps
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Wed: KARAOKE CONTEST
Thum "COLLECT MTV’
Fri & Sat: **Drink Specials**
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WE’LL ERASE YOUR
COLLEGE LOAN.

1 ’1

If you’re stuck with a student loan that’s not
in default, the Army might pay it off.

rLondonl
$209
Frankfurt
Paris
Guatemala
Costa Rica
Hong Kong
Taipei
,
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$269*
$295
$295*
$345*
$345*
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If you qualify, we’ll reduce your debtup
to $55,000. Payment is either Vi of the
debt or $1,500 for each year of service,
whichever is greater.
You’ll also have training in a choice
of skills and enough self-assurance
to last you the rest of your life.
Get all the details from your
Army Recruiter.

GET YOUR FREE
SCHEDULE OF CLASSES!
Continuing Education,
ADM 107
Student Union
Information Center
Admissions and Records
Assessment Center

Call
1 -800-USA -ARMY

Council Travel
>1.44eis,,Airues.Paloirciii93014
Eurailpasses issued on the spot’

ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE:
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